MACHINERY

KIWI FENCING HEAD NORTH
FOR QUALITY
KIWI FENCING LTD WAS FORMED BY VINCE MURPHY
WHO STARTED FENCING IN HAMPSHIRE IN THE
EARLY 1990’S HAVING PURCHASED HIS FIRST NZ
POST DRIVER OFF A SCOTSMAN.

A 5k post and rail contract
"There didn’t seem to be a lot of choice
for post drivers back then especially for
one that could cope with the hard chalk
and large flints common across most
of Hampshire ."
25 years and a few post drivers later
he is back to the same Scotsman having
taken delivery of his Bryce Profi Supreme.
"We had to replace a post driver to
increase our output as we have a full
book for the rest of the year. With my
son Charlie involved and taking over all
the fencing duties, we had a pretty good
look around at what was going to suit
us and decided that the Bryce was the

one he wanted to go with. It is just so
laden with features that make the job so
much easier – low mast height with the
duplex telescopic mast, back shift and
quad shift, rock spike transfer system,
telescopic legs, big base plates, nylon
rope system, adjustable nylon wear blocks
and all the little bits and pieces – tool
holders, tool box , draw bar etc. and
sheer strength and build quality - it
came out on top.
We had some reservations about the
weight of the machine on a 95 hp tractor
but these have so far been unfounded."
Charlie says " it has a combination of

Charlie Murphy in full swing
so many outstanding features and we are
never beat getting posts into awkward
corners with the quadshift. Also the new
rockspike system is simply brilliant. I
would have to say that at the end of
the day a Bryce is the way forward".
"So the old man has had to agree it

was probably a good decision!"
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